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would be better to cut away the material of the guide, as shown by the dotted line, or, belter still, to cut a ratchet surface on the guide as shown at />'. Such a surface aids lubrication by acting as an oil reservoir. Slides should always "wipe over" the ends of the guide when it is possible. Sometimes it is necessary to vary the length of stroke of a slider, and also to change its position relatively to the guide. Examples: "Cutter-bars" of slotting- and shaping-machines. In some of these positions there will be a tendency, therefore, to wear shoulders in the guide and also in tin* cutter bar itself. This difficulty is overcome if the slide and guide are made of equal length, and the. design is such that when it is necessary to change the position of the cutter-bar that is attached to the slide, the position of the guide may be also changed so that, the relative position of slide and guide remains the same. The slider surface will then just completely cover the surface of the guide in the mid-position, and the slider will wipe over each end of the guide whatever the length of the stroke.*
In many cases it is impossible to make the slider and guide of equal length. Thus a lathe-carriage* cannot be as long as the bed, a planer-table cannot be as long as the planer-bed, nor a planer-saddle as long as the cross-head. When these condi* tions exist especial care should be given to the following:
I.	The bearing surface should be made so large in pro-*
portion to the pressure to be sustained that the maintenance
of lubrication shall be insured under all conditions.
II.	The parts which carry the wearing surfaces should be
made so rigid that there shall be no possibility of the localiza
tion of pressure from yielding.
115. Form of Guides.- -As  to form, guides may be divided into two classes:   angular guides and flat guides.    Fig. 114, a, shows an angular guide, the pressure being applied as shown. * See further, Things That Arc (fxntilly Wrong, by Prof. J. E. Sweet.

